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ATLANTIC COATINGS, INC.

ACI wins four major environmental awards
during the celebration of the 37th National
Annual Convention and General Assembly in
Marco Polo Hotel, Davao City last April 26, 2017.
The Environmental Award is a national award
given by the Pollution Control Association of
the Philippines, Inc. (PCAPI) - National Chapter
in recognition of outstanding achievements of
establishments and Pollution Control Officers in
the implementation of an effective environmental
management system.

ATLANTIC
COATINGS, INC. (ACI)
BAGS FOUR
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARDS
by Gretchen Enarle
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The company received the Mother Nature Award
after bagging 3rd-runner-up in 2010. The Mother
Nature Award is given to companies who have
demonstrated effective implementation of its
environmental management system. This year
three companies competed for this category
including a power plant and packaging company.

The highest award for the Outstanding Pollution
Control Officer or TOPCO was awarded to
Engr. Floryl Jane Ranque while Ms. Micaela
Laila Flores, ACI Plant Manager, was given the
Outstanding Managing Head.
The Board of Judges was chaired by Ms. Kristeen
Bacila of Sun Power Manufacturing who was the
Mother Nature Awardee in 2016 and co-chaired
by Mr. Fernando Ramos of Pepsico, LLDA
Representatives and Members of the PCAPI
Environmental Awards.
Editor’s note: The author was also elected as Vice
President of the Pollution Control Association of
the Philippines, Inc.- National (PCAPI National)
for 2017-2018.

On the other hand, the Success Story Award is
a recognition given to a project with successful
outcomes that concurrently addresses an issue
which positively impacts the environment.
The “Basura Mo, Sagot Ko Recycling Program”
entry of the company competed against ten (10)
projects, received the 1st Runner Up for the
Success Story Award.
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IN FINDING A HUE FOR YOU

IN FINDING A
HUE FOR YOU

BCT17-74105

Space Encounter

by Janelle Yap Ong
They say that it takes a sudden burst of courage or
inspiration to push a person to decide on doing
something, but a lot more time and hard work to get
into the details. The same goes for a painting project.
Deciding that you want to paint a room or a house
can come to you when you realize that the existing
set-up can be a bore or when you’ve found something
interesting online. But to actually decide on the details,
like what colors to use, what combinations to try or
whether or not you should have an accent wall, can take
time, can be confusing and to some… discouragingly
and challengingly irritating.
In a sea of Countless Colors, with a number of Standard
Colors available and thousands of shades that you can
have mixed through our Mix and Match Stations, how
can you decide what hue is for you?
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1. Use Pegs
Whether it’s from a magazine or on the web, finding
inspiration and room scheme samples can fire up the
imagination, helping you create your own personal
style. Apart from Pinterest, discover paint color ideas
and decorating trends by tapping on the BOYSEN
Color Trend site. Showing you #WhatsTrending year
after year, it also offers possible combinations or
designs that you can try. (boysencolortrends.com)
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IN FINDING A HUE FOR YOU

2. Experiment
Selecting color truly is a personal process. What can
be considered “relaxing” for one can be “dragging” for
another. We have different concepts of what is bright /
maaliwalas, just as we have different responses to hues.
Add a personal touch to color selection by using our
Mix and Match website - an interactive tool that allows
users to experiment and play around with various
colors and color combinations using different scenarios
and rooms. Complete with a directory of our mixing
stations, you can easily rush to the branch nearest you
after finding the color combinations that matches your
preferences. (mixandmatchcolors.net)
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3. Dry Run
Want to be 100% sure it’s going to go well? Give the
colors that you’ve selected a spin by virtually trying
them out on your walls using the BOYSEN App’s Mix
and Match, Paint Visualizer Tool.
Similar to its website counterpart, the Mix and Match
feature of the BOYSEN App lets you play around
with colors but this time, using photos of your home
or room that you took. Whether you’re using your
fingertips (Paint Mode) or polygons (Poly Mode), you
can digitally paint your walls giving you the ability to
pick colors that will match existing items in the area,
including furnishings and lighting.
As always, the BOYSEN App can be downloaded at
and updated via the App Store and Play Store.
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BOYSEN SPORTSFEST 2017

BOYSEN SPORTSFEST 2017
by Almira Tenioso & Sam Fernandez

As expected, based on weather reports, the day
saw a heavy downpour of rain, so all games were
held inside the theater– with the exception of
the swimming competitions which was held at
the complex pool and the basketball free throw
shooting contest held at the covered court.
Hosted by Ms. Ronalyn Diaz of Production and
Mr. Christian Paulo Castro of Sales, the games
got going after the announcement of the team
line ups, invocation, playing of the National
Anthem, sportsmanship oath, and warm-up
exercises.
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In between breaks from competition, the
participants were treated to intermission numbers
by the Araneta warehouse, new engineers,
production, and customer sales groups. Not to
be outdone, the accounting and Quezon City
warehouse groups also delivered song and dance
numbers.
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BOYSEN SPORTSFEST 2017

Results of the games and commercial competition
came to a tie between Team Titan and Team
Acrytex, coordinators selected the caterpillar game
to be the tie-breaker. Team Titan was adjudged the
overall champion.
Boysen VP Mr. Johnson Ongking arrived straight
from the airport to deliver this year’s closing
remarks, expressing his gratitude towards everyone
who attended and participated in the games. He also
gave special mention to all coordinators and the
first aiders who helped make this year’s sportsfest a
smashing success.
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BRIGADA ESKWELA 2017
by Gretchen Fontejon-Enarle
Ms. Laila Flores, the Plant Manager, extended
her appreciation to the teachers for their
participation in the said activity. The author of
this article and Sustainability Leader added that
aside from the paints, schools may also request
empty cans and plastic containers for their
requirements on plant pots, seedling containers,
and trash bins.
A total of 425 gallons of assorted flat and semigloss paints were given to the 25 participating
schools. The Brigada Eskwela effort in Cavite
is just part of the various civic and community
participation of Boysen all around the country.

It’s been 4 years since Pacific Paint (Boysen) Phils., Inc. through its Cavite plant launched
the Paint Donation Program in line with the Brigada Eskwela Project of the Department
of Education (DepEd). The continued support has helped the community to prepare the
schools in time for the school opening.
Representatives from 25 elementary and secondary schools in Cavite were invited
last May 20, 2017 for a short program for the turnover. The program also served as an
opportunity to meet the donees and distribute the paints.

MAKE WAY FOR BOYSEN COLOR PLAY!

MAKE WAY
FOR BOYSEN
COLOR PLAY!
by Ramil Mendoza

Robinson’s Metro
East

Fresh from the success of last year’s Color Lab
concept for trade exhibits, Boysen has brought the
experience of colors to a whole new level. While
2016’s Color Lab saw booth visitors personalize
their “swatchsicles” with paint and accessories;
this year’s Color Play is more than just a handson exploit for guests to get up close and personal
with colors and paints.

we also want them to put in their personality and
preferences as part of the process,” Boysen VP
Johnson D. Ongking says.

The colorific journey begins when one is handed
a tray holding four shapes pre-painted with a
base color picked from Boysen’s popular paint
palettes. Next stop would be the work area where
one can personalize their shapes with the hues
from the Boysen 2017 Color Trend collection.

“We have followed online posts regarding
Boysen Color Play and we believe that using this
(concept) would be perfect for us,” says Reema
Masagca, Marketing Manager for SM City North
EDSA.

While waiting for the painted shapes to be
machine dried, one can step into the virtual
world of painted room sets using the Maximal/
Minimal and Technology/Tradition palettes
from the previously mentioned collection. Then,
through a random draw, lucky guests could bring
home their very own pair of VR glasses.
“The past two years saw how we have elevated
the overall experience for the booth visitor in
exhibits and trade fairs. Not only do we want
people to experience colors and paints first-hand,

11 likes

carmina_curie When colors reflect new
seasons in our lives. I am so proud of
you M. Keep it burning, prayers move
mountains. #boysencolorplay

As a testament to how popular the concept has
become, malls and other establishments have
partnered with Boysen to bring Color Play to
their grounds.

Robinson’s Metro
East
SM North Edsa
9 likes
emmjoi_chinita27 #boysencolorplay

4 likes
yeiz Color Play for Free.
#BOYSENColorPlay

SM City North EDSA Annex featured Boysen
Color Play as part of a mall-wide summer
campaign called “Art Karnival”, an immersive
experience for customers with interactive and
vibrant visual like murals, sculptures, and
anything in between!
Other malls have followed suit like SM San
Lazaro, SM Manila, and Robinsons Metro East.
Boysen Color Play was also one of the main
attractions during the alumni fair of Xavier
School in San Juan. Soon to follow are TriNoma
Mall, Megaworld properties and other SM stores.

SM San Lazaro

SM San Lazaro

SM Manila

24 likes
giselpnt #Boysencolorplay #boysenpaints #boysenph

32 likes
ohmjae waited for a long time for the
fam but didn’t really mind. stress reliever
sponsored by #boysen #boysencolorplay
p.s. they should do this more often

ceejhaeseven Super thanks to @
boysenpaintsphilippines for this superb
painting experience! We had so much fun
:) #boysencolorplay

14 likes
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MAKE WAY FOR BOYSEN COLOR PLAY!

CONEX 2017
15 likes

glnc_ortnr Conex 2017 #BoysenCOLORPLAY

Interior and Design
Manila

Interior and Design
Manila

diananaacebes #boysenphilippines
#boysencolorplay #idmnl 2017 #colors
#paint #booth

anagelsrrn Building blocks with colors!!!

25 likes

75 likes

SM North Edsa
20 likes
jackiemedina16 Artsy with my little
buddy! #boysencolorplay

SM North Edsa
18 likes
iamjocelynh #boysencolorplay

SM North Edsa
67 likes
WORLDBEX 2017
5 likes
harrydelmonte #boysencolorplay Astig

WORLDBEX 2017

Interior and Design
Manila

37 likes
chllyb_ Minimal. #boysencolorplay
#worldbex #worldbex2017

134 likes

roastd_chestnut Tapped in to my inner
Da Vinci and made these art pieces
using #BoysenPaints at the @BoysenPaintsPhilippines booth. Go check out
@pifs_manila only till today to paint your
own artsy fartsy blocks.

mrchrisdartist I really enjoyed yesterday’s activity with @boysenpaintsphilippines! #boysencolorplay

Robinson’s Metro
East
Interior and Design
Manila
17 likes

handmadebykhristine Tried this fun
painting activity at the #BOYSENpaints
booth @ SMX #BOYSEN colorplay
#newpaintcolors
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WORLDBEX 2017
45 likes
jamiatolentino Ginalingan. Joke! Thank
you Boysen Philippines! #BoysenMix&Match #BoysenColorplay

21 likes

daniel_drazen Find those moments
where you can shut down and let creativity flow. Experience color like never
before #BoysenColorPlay #ArtKarnival

CONEX 2017
54 likes
gecopach Boysen Paints #boysen #boysencolorplay #conex2017

CONEX 2017
39 likes
harrydelmonte Miss Boysen 2017. #boysencolorplay #conexpo2017

CONEX 2017
17 likes
parisfrance_africa Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows. Haha promoting
#boysenpaints #boysencolorplay, @
worldbex2017 exhibits.
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TITAN SUPERFLEX

Richard Yap’s choice
in paints is
Titan Superflex
Widely known as a successful businessman, family man, fitness enthusiast,
and one of the Philippines’ most loved male TV personalities, it is only
fitting that Richard Yap’s paint choice is only of high quality. “My choices
in life can be likened to the way I pick my acting assignments,” Richard
starts. “I choose based on how those roles could positively impact myself
and my family.” He had chosen Titan™ Superflex™ Elastomeric Paint
because of its affordability, dependability, and numerous color choices.
“I want the flexibility Titan Superflex brings to the family home. It is
durable, it has many colors, and it can also be used for both exteriors and
interiors,” Richard adds.
According to Pacific Paint (Boysen) Philippines, Inc. vice president for
sales and marketing Justin C. Ongsue, Richard Yap is the perfect reflection
of the product as he is a devoted father and husband who only wants
what’s best for the family. “Titan aims to make life of homeowners easier
by supplying them the exact kind of elastomeric paint they need for their
houses at a very affordable price,” says Mr. Ongsue.
Titan Superflex Elastomeric Paint is a self-priming flexible coating that
forms a durable film, which reflects ultra-violet light and prevents the
passage of water and water vapor, recommended for both interior and
exterior concrete surfaces. It cures to an adherent film on properly
prepared surfaces capable of bridging hairline cracks on vertical walls.
The smooth nature of the film minimizes dirt pick-up and ensures longterm durability and color retention.
Titan Superflex Elastomeric Paint is a product of Pacific Paint (Boysen)
Philippines, Inc. and is available at leading depots and hardware stores
nationwide.
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EDSA GETS A FRESH
COAT OF CLEAN AIR
by Ramil Mendoza

MMDA and Boysen revive
KNOxOUT Project: EDSA
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EDSA GETS A FRESH COAT OF CLEAN AIR

Almost seven years after the revolutionary air cleaning paint Boysen KNOxOUT was
used in Boysen KNOxOUT Project: EDSA, an urban renewal partnership with the
Metro Manila Development Authority (MMDA), some familiar walls in EDSA will
once again be transformed to air cleaning walls.
Last January 31, 2017, Pacific Paint (Boysen) Philippines, Inc. and the MMDA agreed
to have the artworks repainted. The “tree lungs” on the walls between Buendia and
Estrella were the first to get a fresh coat of KNOxOUT. At the contract signing, MMDA
general manager Undersecretary Thomas M. Orbos reminded the long-standing
relationship with the paint company. “We know that Boysen had been a steadfast
supporter of this government agency in the past,” says GM Orbos. “Let us renew this
partnership for the continued progress of the metropolis,” he ends.
“We support projects like these because we believe that the initiatives will help build
our nation,” Boysen vice president Justin C. Ongsue, who represented the company,
said when asked at the signing of the agreements.
Boysen® KNOxOUT™ Air Cleaning Paint is the first air cleaning paint in the world
with CristalActiv paint technology. When exposed to light and moisture, KNOxOUT
transforms airborne toxins like nitrogen oxides (NOx) into harmless substances.
A year-long paint trial on EDSA Guadalupe MRT station walls, known to be the
biggest in the world was conducted by the country’s oldest scientific research body,
the Manila Observatory and PIPAC (Philippine Institute of Physical and Applied
Chemistry) has proven the product to be effective and results have shown that it has
reduced pollution to about an average of 20%.

Boysen VP Justin C. Ongsue (third from left) and MMDA General Manager Usec.
Thomas M. Orbos (third from right) show the newly signed agreements between the
two parties. Joining them are (from left) Mr. Delo Landicho and Mr. Jerry Canuday
of Boysen Marketing and Director Ma. Josefina J. Faulan and Asec. Julia Catherine
Nebrija of the MMDA.

Starting in 2011, several artworks of about 1,000 square meters each have sprung
up along different segments of EDSA. What the people may not know is that these
artworks, which were created by renowned Filipino and international artists, all use
Boysen KNOxOUT. They are all part of Boysen KNOxOUT Project: EDSA - Everyone
Deserves Safe Air, the first large scale public art project in the world with an air
cleaning dimension.
Project EDSA has won several international awards, including the Planet Category
for the Act Responsible Cannes Awards in 2014, and has been featured in several
international TV programs like Aljazeera, BBC, German News TV, and National
Geographic channel. Outside of the Philippines, KNOxOUT has been used in various
projects in Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore, Cambodia, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Iran,
Germany, Holland, France, the United States, and Mexico.
Aside from the repainting of the artworks, the agreement include the painting of the
MMDA building exterior walls and workers inn.
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Sealing the deal. Head executives from Boysen, led by Boysen VP Justin C. Ongsue
and the MMDA, led by MMDA General Manager Usec. Thomas M. Orbos sign the
new agreements last January 21, 2017.
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2017 TOP TEN NEW ARCHITECTS

BOYSEN HONORS FIRST
BATCH OF 2017 TOP TEN
NEW ARCHITECTS
by Shandeigh Belle Yu
The Professional Regulatory Commission
(PRC) Board of Architecture, and the Pacific
Paint (BOYSEN) Philippines, assembled a
“Recognition Night” to welcome and award this
year’s top 10 board passers. The event held last
March 17, 2017 at the Sofitel Philippine Plaza
Manila was also attended by distinguished
professionals of the practice. Congratulations
to the following individuals who exemplified
excellence in the recent licensure examinations
for architects:

1st

2nd

Architect Luiz Marko Pantua Silang
University of the Philippines (Diliman)

Architect Robin Royce Yu Ibañez
University of the Philippines (Diliman)

3rd

4th

Architect Justin Xaver Dy Guiab
University of the Philippines (Diliman)

Architect Keshia Stephanie Lim Lim
University of San Carlos

5th

6th

Architect Jondolar Cortez De Guzman
University of the Philippines (Diliman)

Architect Mark Gella Delfin
La Consolacion College (Bacolod)

Architect Dave Bryan Benedict Balce Portoza
Adamson University

7th

8th

Architect Jaime Miguel Claudio Recto
University of Santo Tomas

Architect Lorven Borja Bernales
Bicol State College of Applied Sciences and Technology

Architect Justin David Natividad Tan
University of Santo Tomas

9th

10th

Architect Gerald Dimaculangan Bermido
Technological Institute of the Philippines (Quezon City)

Architect Crispin Bobier Cruza
Aquinas University

Architect Camile Jicelle Lacsamana Cuevas
University of Santo Tomas

Architect Carlo Nowell Climacosa Garcia
Technological University of the Philippines (Manila)

Architect Marvin Zandro Rasay Reabad
Polytechnic University of the Philippines (Sta. Mesa)

We are very proud of you all. Wishing you luck and success in your future endeavors!
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THE SCANDINAVIAN HYGGE

Instead of candles, use
warm lighting

THE SCANDINAVIAN HYGGE,
PHILIPPINE STYLE

Warm lighting helps to create a cosier and warmer atmosphere as
opposed to the dry and dead fluorescent lights. Dim the lights slightly
to create a soft, candlelight-like effect without the use of actual fires.

by Kai Lauridsen

Hygge is an integral part of Scandinavian culture that doesn’t
have a direct translation in English. Loosely translated from
Danish as “cosiness,” hygge is a cultural concept that doesn’t
only describe the atmosphere of a place. It is also a state of
mind when you feel comfortable, warm, and content, especially when you’re with a group of close friends or family members. In addition to company, the setting of a place
is also a contributor to hygge, and you will notice that most
(if not all) homes in Scandinavia are designed to feel hygge.
While the concept evolved from a need to survive the cold,
dark Nordic winters, I don’t consider it to be exclusive to
temperate climates. There are ways to feel comfortable and
“warm” despite the hot and muggy weather in the tropics. Some elements can still be used in tropical climates
while others should be omitted altogether (like fireplaces).
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THE SCANDINAVIAN HYGGE

Prioritize good
ventilation

Whereas Scandinavians use fireplaces to
warm themselves up during cold nights,
tropical weather calls for ways to stay cool.
Open some windows to let natural air in
and use electric fans to increase circulation.
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Whereas Scandinavians use fireplaces to warm themselves up during cold
nights, tropical weather calls for ways to stay cool. Open some windows
to let natural air in and use electric fans to increase circulation.

Take advantage of
indoor plants
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THE SCANDINAVIAN HYGGE

Avoid monotonous
schemes

Use furniture sourced
from natural materials
I love minimalism, but I sometimes find metallic, cement, and glass furniture too
sterile looking and cold, especially when overused. Wood, bamboo, and rattan are
stylish and versatile, and can make interiors look homey while being minimalist and
sleek at the same time.

Lagom is a Swedish word that can be
translated as “just the right amount.” It’s
difficult to feel comfortable when there
is an excess of things in your home since
that can lead to clutter, and extreme
minimalism could make the home look
empty and impersonal. Strike a balance to
clear anything unnecessary at your home
while at the same time still retaining a part
of you.

Learn the principle of lagom
29

While hygge doesn’t require your rooms to look yellow and orange,
choosing a good colour scheme is not something everybody can be
successful at. Consult with experts and choose whatever you’re drawn
to naturally. After all, comfort is subjective and different for everybody.
Check out the Color Trend brochures for ideas and inspiration.

Invite some good people over, socialize, and disconnect from the world
from the time being – or for introverts, sit on a comfortable couch,
read a good book, and turn off your wifi. Hygge is to feel present and
appreciate all the little things in life, and this is something most people
have forgotten to do due to the rapid pace of our ever-connected lives.
Hygge is so intrinsic to Scandinavian culture that most people don’t even
think about. It’s no wonder then that Scandinavians continue to be some
of the happiest people in the world.
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BOYSEN COLOR PLAY: AWAKEN YOUR
INNER CHILD, DISCOVER YOUR INNER DESIGN
by Justin Gabriel Chua
“Wait for us!”
I helplessly called out to my younger cousins who were already lost
in the maze of colorful blocks, which, up until then, they had only
seen on iPad screens while playing Minecraft. Who could blame
them for being so eager? Against the pale whites of the mall’s walls
and floors, the vibrant fortress that was the Boysen Mix and Match
Color Play set-up drew kids and grown-ups alike into a playground
of blocks and paint, a free-of-charge opportunity to have some fun
and to showcase creativity.
Awaken the Child
Walking into the color maze, you’ll find large glass cubes filled with
shapes of different colors; once you’ve chosen four, you’ll be lead into
an open space with stations of paints and brushes at your disposal.

To read the complete story go to www.myboysen.com

@BoysenPaintsPhilippines
Call 367880 (local 411)
Visit boysen.com.ph

